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DR.ALBERT E.SLOMAN interviewed by GFDFlGESCOTT
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ANNOUN CER: In the 1963 Reith Lectures, A University In The Making,

Dr.Albert E.Sloman, Vice-Chancellor of the Uni versi ty of Essex, put

forward his i?eais for the design of a modern university. During the past

two weeks, he has become involved in an argument about discipline in the

llniversity, and this week as the speaker In The Public Eye, he talks to

George Scott about his view of the dispute, and how it affects the kind

of uni versi ty he hopes to see emerging. The interview was recorded this

morning.

.INT: Dr.Sloman, your action in suspending three students

provoked quite a row here at the University of Essex. Do you feel now

you were wrong in doing so?

SLOMAN: No, I don't - I feel very strongly that the University

should have acted, and had to act in the circumstances at the time.

I think, as Eu.ways in these things, one would have played t.hings rather

differently with hindsight, but I'm quite convinced that faced with that

si tua.tion, assuming I had the courage to do it, I would have done the

same thing again.

INT: You would still do it by the sam,e means of summary

juri sdi. ction without offering the students themselves a hearing without

offering the right of. .of appeal?

SLOM.AN: Well, this raises an important question and if you

wi sh, I caul d explain why.. why I did it thi s way. The Uni versi ty does

have established disciplinary procedures, and I think that these

procedures are, as universities go, liberal procedures. They involve

all members of the university, that is, students and staff - there is a -



Disciplinary Committee of five, with two students and three members of

staff' - there is an Appeal Committee, with one student and one member

of staff, and I'm Chairman of that Committee. The student is given

an opportunity of knowing exactly what the charge is, of being legallyr;;,

represented, of having, calling witnesses. He has the right of appeal

and so forth. Now this is the instrument which I would like to have

used and which, in normal circumstances, would have been used. The

difficulty was that the definition of breach of discipline did not

include disrupting a lecture. I was faced therefore with taking no

() action, or taking action summarily, and I was so convinced that freedom

'of expression is a.n essential constituent of an academic society and

this wa.s an infringement of freedom of speach that I felt I had to take

action. .
INT: Yes, I think we ought, in fairness to you, to spell

out briefly the.. the incident which provoked this action on your behalf.

SLOMAN: 1...I must be careful here because, of course, there

is a Committee of Enquiry which is looking at these incidents, but the

facts as I know them are that Dr.T.D.lnch, of the Chemical Defence
I'
i

n Experimental Establishment at Porton Down,was invited to the Uni versi ty

by the University Chemical Society to give a lecture, the advertised

subject of that lecture was "Chemical and Biological Properties of Toxic

Chemicals"." The fact is that Dr.lnch did not give the l&cture. He

didnt t begin to give his lecture. Now, I acted because, in my view,

he was prevented from giving the lecture, but the Senate now has to

act and it will, of course, take into account the report of the Committee

of Enquiry.

TNT: In plain terms, as far as the outsider sees it, you

have now been forced to wit'hdraw those suspensions, to undo your action.

SLOMAN: Oh, I'm sorry, that is not a statement of f'act. . The

Vice-Chancellor can take action - I would hope that Vice-Cliancellors would

not have to act in the wa~ I did, but It ve explained why I thought it

necessary, but in fact., the judgment on the students is made by the

Senate. A Vice-Chancellor in this University can only exclude a student
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for the period between two meetings of Senate, so when the Senate of this

University had had its second meeting, automatically the suspensions,

the exclusions terminated. The matter is now in the hands of the Senate,

and it, quite rightly in my view, has set up a Committee of Enquiry,
which will look at the events which tDok place" it will, on the basis of

the report of that enquiry, decide what action it should take.

TNT: Given hindsight, how differently would you have acted?

SLONAN: Gi ven hindsight, we would have included disrupting a

lecture, or an infringement of freedom of speech ~ thin the definition

of breach of discipline.

TNT: Do you feel now that the ideals which you set forward

in the 1963 Reith Lectures, incJ.uding a very muchgreater degree ot ~
responsibili ty for students in the'running of the University, greater

participation, that those ideals, your respect for them, has been

diminished by what has happened here?

SLOMAN: Not at all, T think on the contrary -.I think I now

feel even more strongly about those ideals. ' A university, of course,
1"C,.1,Q """".

must always be revi&lling its O\offiorganisation and I hope that this

University is cxmstantly dOing this and certainly after a crisis of

this kind it will look at every aspect of the University. But I do

fee! very strongly indeed that the idea of a single academic community,

that is a cOmmunity which consists of students as well as .staff and

which involves students as well as staff in those decisions which are

appropriate for students and staff, I feel a~ strongly as ever about

this ideal, and I think that there is a very good chance that we shall

achieve it in this University.

TNT: You have deliberately got a very'young staff here,

I believe. According to all the reports on this partiwlar incident,

the majority of that staff have, in fact, been in sympathy with the

students on this issue. Do you feel isolated from your staff as a

result of that?

SLOI\IAN : You say we have delibera tiy a youngTwo points.

staff - we didn' t set 'qut deliberately to appoint young staff., We
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set out deliberately to get the best staff. If. they turn out to be

staff who are young, well then this is the way it's gone. I would

prefer not to oomment on your remark about the percentage of staff

who have .supported my action and those that have not, because there
very

have been many different assessments of this, and it's a/personal

assessment. I can 'only say that If ve had the support of my Senate,

I did, of course, consult with my senior colleagues before I took the

action which I took, and in my view, the great majori ty of students

and staff in this University would support any Vice-Chancellor who

acted in the name of freedom in expression.

INT: Now, again, takinirfromthe outside, there is an

impression, I suppose inevitably as a result of this, that something

has gone wrong here at this University, that the high hopes with which

you set out have somehow been frustrated or disappointed. I s thi s a

superficial incident, or is there something deeper'?

SLOMAN: I would take the view that this would have been

a very serious crisis, and would be a very serious crisis if the

Universi ty were split down the middle. I don't myself see it that

way. I think that in .fact there is a remarkable solidarity in the

Uni versi ty and has been, in fact, during the crisis, (L great many

of my colleagues who - as I've said - would, I believe, have not

hesi tated to support me in the defence of freedom of expression have

been ooncerned about the fact that I took summary action. But I

don't - I don't myself share the pessimism of those who say tha.t

the Universit~rhas been through a crisis and will not be the same

again. I think we can learn a great deal from this and I would have

thought that we may well emerge from this crisis a much stronger

uni versi ty.

INT: There has been, risirig out of. this, a good deal of

discussion about how students should be disciplined, \'lhetlier they

should be subjectto universit~rdiscipline, or on all accounts, subject

to the nonnal civil" laws. What is your own view on this?

SLOf.lAN:' I think there are difficulties about saying that



atudents should be subj ect only to penal ties by the police. I think that

a..~ academic society must have a code of con.. conduct and, in my view,

it must be a code of conduct which is acceptable to all members of the

society. This is why I feel very stI'C?~~- tbat students must be

involved in dra~ng up that. code of conduct and .indeed involved in seeing

when there is a breach of ..of that conduct - a breach of discipline

tbat suitable act~on is taken.

TNT: But you trunk here that the students could have .a

greater degree of responsibility for administering themselves, for

0 imposing their own discjpline upon their fellows?

SLOHAN: They already have a good deal of - of. .of. .of freedom

here - one of the basic points about tbe UniversitJr of Essex is that

as far as possible, the st~dents should accept responsibility. In my view,

this is the only effective way of running a university - I don't think
. eJ,-t-C\t.0 '" \~V\

that you can any longer assume that... choruan rules are either effective,

or the right answer. So If m in favour of involving students as much as

possible in this area, and indeed so far they have been involved. They

haven't hitherto in this UniversitJT, had much to say on the academic

0
side. Long before the Inch incident \olehad, in fact, started discussions

about this and \ve are actively engaged in these dis'cussions now. This is

the \1ay in which a student, for example, should be able to conunent on the

courses which he's taking, the kind of examinations which be has and so on.

These academic matters, on the whole, have been kept separate so far in

this Uni versi ty, and the students have not had much say here. We've

started on this - there are now departmental staff/student liaison

con~ittees - these are going extremely well - and we are looking at other

f

f,
f

ways in which we can involve the students.

TNT: But in terms of arranging the academic courses here,
i
I"
~

",>ho must have the last word?

SLOHAN: My person view is that on the academic side, there

are areas which must be exclusivelj- the responsibilit~r of the staff. I' ID
o.cI

thinking aboutLmissions, examinations, appointment of staff, commission of

staff - but I think there are ways in which students can be involved in

t'
i,
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ace-demiematters. I think, for example, we can gain a great deal from

the conunents which students inake on their courses, on. the fonn that

examinations take, and without saying that they should be the people

"rho decide, I think a university can pront by encouraging the

comments of students in this area. And thi~ op the whole, is pret~y

new in this country.

INT: You have been criticised for your views that.

universities nowadays must" be run much more in accord with what you

call national needs.

SLOT'TAN : This is a difficult point. A university must, of

course') be concerned with the discover.>T of truth. In my view, however,

it is no longer practical to say that a university is simply concerned

with the training of minds. My personal view is that universities will

gain a great deal from -the role - a new role of the University Grants

Committee. I think it has a national vi ew whi ch the indi v.1d1:al

uni versi ties do not have - I doubt whether we can talk any longer

about the autonomy of uni versi ties. But there are areas where a
uni versi ty, in my ,oow, must be totally independent. I think it would be

intolerable, certainly in this country, if some outside body were to

tell a universit;y what student it should admit, were to tell the

univ,ersity what member of staff it should appoint, or indeed were

to tell the uni versi ty that a particular member of staff °llght not to

be allowed to continue as a member of that university. Thi s seems to

me to be an area where a uni versi t~T should be totally independent. On

the other hand, I don't think any longer that it's any longer

practical for a university to claim the right to put on any subject

it wishes to do. .A clear example would be if a uni versi ty said it

vlould put on -have a medical school. Clearly someone has got to

look at the medical provision for the oountry ,as a whole.

Doesn't this presuppose that you accept- that the
il
~

1,

INT:

kind of society we have is the right kind of 'societtl

Sl.QMAN: I would hope it does not. I would feel, for

example, that it wouid be shown that' there is a national need for
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people tI"ciined, say, in electronics, or certain aspects of physics, or

certain aspects of mathema.tics, and I ;ould hope that universities

would respond to that need. Indeed, u.ni versi ties in this COUIltry

have been very ready to respond tD national needs of this kind. But,

of oourse, 80..8. UIliverai ty consists not only'of . .of the natural

sciences, it consists of/~~ia.1 sciences, and the humanities, and

here there is no clearly-defined national need, UIlless it's a need

for people who are trained to ask questions, to dissent.

INT: . What kind of characteristics would you like.

somebody leaving Essex Uni versi ty to possess?

SLOMAN: Oh, in a single word, independence - intellectual
independence, a person who can make up his OrJl1 mind, who can think

clearly and personal independence, a person who has learned to live

responsibly, who has developed a sense 6f .. .of self-responsibility
in the UIliversity-the whole personal side of the uni versi t~r, the

I

1life of the UIliversi ty outside the class-room is based on this

principle that a..a student wil:!. learn self-responsibility.

INT: Would you say that you've fOUIld the work of a

Vice-Chancellor disappoint compared with what one wuld think of as

the more crea ti ve life of a teacher?

SLOMAN: I wouldn't put it that way. I would say, and

sa.y very frankly that I miss teaching - I miss it more than I can say,

and I also miss the opportUIli ty of going on with my research, but one

goes into this job, I hope, ~,ith... with one's eyes open, and there..

there are other advantages. I have been involved in building up a

- university from scratch and this is enonnously thrilling, it's very

exacting. D.espi te what's happened in the last week, in the last

fortnight I am veIjr optimistic about it.............

OONTINUEDON 2/1
,.
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I think that we have built up an academic community here which is

peculiar to Essex. . I think that the staff here haye great distinction.

INT: Why do you think you were picked out from so many

others to become the Vice-Chancellor?

SLOMAN: I.haven't the faintest idea.

INT: What qualities do you think distinguish you from

other people?

SLOMAN: Oh again, this is a very difficult question for me

One' of the problems about the appointment of Vice-Chancellorto answer.

is that since on the whole it's felt (I think this is true) that they

should be academic people, they'take a job which is an administrative

job and of course they haven't really had much experience, so you are

really buying a pig in a poke with a Vice-Chancellorand you just have

to hope, I think, that he turns out to have certain administrative

qualities.

INT: You foughtin the war as an~ fighterpilot, I

believe, and according to the record books it would appear that it

wasn't until after the war that you really started on your academic
t
f
11

career. Now it seems unlikely that somebody who has enj oyed a war - [II
I

enjoy may not be the word - as a..a fighter pilot, should turn to
!I

university life. ..

SLOMAN: Wellmy position was simply that I went to the

university at the beginning of the war. I there became far more

interested in flying than in my academic work, and I decided, in fact,
11
!

to become a pilot. I.spent the war as a pilot, but immediately !

!Li
after the war returned to university, and was then persuaded to

work for a research degree. Subsequently I was appointed to a post
~

I

I

J

t I

in the Universityof California and I'm afraid that I have kept in

academiclife ever since.
II

I

j I

1

INT: You say afraid. Is that just a man..mannerism

or does it mean something more?

SLOl>iAN :
No. .LAUGH..Quite frankly when I went to. .went up..

--~ - -



went up to university just before the war, I had 'no clear idea

of what I wanted to..to be, and to do, and occasionally since, I

suppose it's not unnatural, one's wondered whether perhaps one

would l10t have preferred another career, bUt I have no regrets

whatsoever.

INT: One of the places to which your career has

taken you is the University Qf California which, in terms of

student unrest, has become almost notorious. Now do you see that

(' kind of unrest coming here?

SLOMAN: I would hope not. Incidentally it's rather

ironic that Be"k4ey (') has in fact had two periods of student

unrest, and I was at Be*ey during the first period, and strangeq

enough I was involved with a group who protested and protested very

loudly when the authorities in California, in 1946, were unwilling

to admit certain speakers onto the campus, so I've been involved

with the principle of freedom of speech for quite a long time.

("'\

.To answer your question, I think one of the real dangers - and I

would emphasise this - I think one of the real dangers a beu t t1;l.e

publicity which has been given to student unrest, outside this

countzy, and indeed within this country, is that a view of students

is growing up in this country which I think is ~,. The great
are,

majority of studen~s/I am absolutely convinced, sensible and

,moderate people. Certainly, the great majority of students in

this university are sensible and moderate. I think there is only a
.

small - it may even be a tiny mt.oority - who are irrfsponsible.

On the other hand, students are and always have been idealist

and what happens during crises is that, ,or what can happen, is

that the moderate element are swung'over to the viewpoint of the

extremist, and I' think it's extre!1lely important - first, that the

general public should know tha.t the great majori ty of s tuden ts are

sensible and moderate and eX,tremely important that university should



try. to involve these sensible and moderate students as far as is

possible in the activities of the university, indecision-making,
. .

in..certainJ,y in certain areas, it should take. them into their. [!

11

confidence and should make them feel that they are part of a 11

single academic community.

INT: But what do you think it is in the present

atmosphere .which is causing students to behave in this way? Is '

it something completely outside the university life? Is it some

(1 other factor which is imposing itself upon them and causing this

reaction?

SLOMAN: I can only give you my own opinion. . Students

have always been naturalistic and idealist. They feel, they have

always felt strone1r ,and they feel strongly now about national

issues. They feel strongly about racial prejudice. They feel

strongly about poverty. They feel strongq about germ warfare.

I think students have always had issues with which theyl ye

"
I

!
I

I
I this were not so. The difficulty, I think, is that a great number

I" of students who do feel very strongly about these issues feel, at
I

universities should not deplore this. They should deplore it if

associated themselves, and it's quite right that they should and

the same time, that there is nothing they can do abo~~ it. I think

for whatever reason they feel that no political party is putting the

viewpoint, their viewpoint, and some, at least, would argue, that

the only way in which they can call attention to the strength of

their feeling, about these issues, is to behave in a way which is

so disruptive that something dramatic has to happen.

INT: Would you say there was anything new in the

resort to violence b.1 students?

SLOMAN:
11\& .

This is new for me, and ~ 1've said, I

think it's only a very tiny minority who would wish to resort to

violence. I find it, very disturbing and very shocking. A

university is a place in which you meet argument with argument,

.....
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and if un..members of a university resort to..to violence, I

think this is death to the uni versi ty . I don't, mysel~, see how

YQu can reconcile violence with membership of a university.

INT: What would you say are the views bein~

expressed b.1 those who are practicing violence? What is then-

.moti va tion?

SLOMAN: I find it very difficult to understand their

It could be, perhaps, that they wish to destroymotivation.

universities or universities as we've known them. There have been

a number of cases in the last few months where speakers have been
""'~.tf<'

shouted down or~' +1. r they have been the victims of violence, ani

one reaction to this has been for university authorities - very
understandably - to say we must not allow a particular speaker to

be invited. I find this extraordinary. I can understand it in

particular..in a particular case, or at..at a particular time, but

speakers - whatever their views - simply must not be intimidated.

If universities cannot provide ab. audience for everJ kind of view,
that

then, as I have said, I don't think/they deserve the name of the

university, and I, for one, am not interested in being the head of

such a university.

INT:
.

But how are you going to achieve this? Of course

one sympathises, but the fact is speakers have been intimidated,

they have been subject to violent attacks?

SLor<lAN : Well I don't want to unier-estimate the

difficulty of this, but I think a method has got to be found. I

think such people have no right to be members of university, and

perhaps universities will have to be tougher about this. I think,

in any case, it's extremely important, that this view, the whoie

importance of fre~dom .:a. expression, the concept of ~reedom ~
expression, should be argued out with students as a whole, so

. ~-,

that every student understands what's at stake here, and when an

incident like this takes place, that the university authorities can

i'l
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count on the, not just the co~operation, but the enthusiastic.

support of students as a whole.

INT: Final1y, Dr. Sloman, what do you say to

parents, ordinary people you may meet outsj,.dethe university, who.

express their anger and impatience as tax-payers, saying, we are

paying for this shower, and look at the way they behave?

SLOMAN: I think this is a very understandable reaction.

After all, I am a parent myself, and as you might have guessed, I

<'
have had a pretty large correspondence in the last few days. I

think people outside the university are very disturbed indeed, and

this is why I feel very strongly that universities, all the members

of universities, staff and stUdent, must see that this is extreme1y

serious, and they must see that activities by a small group, which,

in my view, deny the right of an institution to the name of a

university, that these activities are not tolerated.

ANNOUNCER: Dr. Albert E. Sloman, Vice-Chancellor of the

University of Essex, .was interviewed by George Scott. We shall be

-;'\ announcing in the course of the week the speaker IN THE PUBLIC EYE

.to whom George Scott will be talkingnext Thursday.
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